IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
re: Accommodation for the 2018 NATIONS CUP TOUR

Tag20 Australia aims to create a professional culture for the Australian Tag20 touring party. This is not
limited to just the players, coaches, referees and officials but encompasses supporters and families.
Due to the high number of families participating in the 2018 Nations Cup Event, Auckland NZ, Tag20
Australia are faced with the challenge of ensuring the trip is affordable for families. Tag20 Australia
endeavours to ensure we listen to all issues.
It is a requirement that all representatives are required to stay at the accommodation provided by Tag20
Australia. Providing accommodation for such large numbers is difficult itself, but to guarantee suitability
and financial viability for everyone is an enormous task.
Tag20 Australia recognise the accommodation and its rooming format, although suitable and viable for
individuals, does have its limitations on meeting some touring families’ requirements.
It is for this reason we are willing to work with representatives travelling with families that fall into the
“special requirements” category.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
For both the 13s and 16s junior representative divisions, we are making exceptions for these players,
allowing them to stay with their families or guardian at accommodation of their choice. If outsourced
accommodation is sourced the official accommodation cost from the Tour Package will be removed.
Please contact Tag20 Australia for further information on cost, using Players Tour number as reference.
Tag20 Australia will not stop senior representatives from staying with their families at outsourced
accommodation. However, they MUST commit to the FULL COST of the Tour Package ensuring that all
component benefits of the Tour Package remain secured for the entire tour group.
Representatives that do stay away with family members MUST acknowledge the following:
1. in any one day, if their team or the entire representative group have formal arrangements, the
representative MUST be in attendance.
2. the representative MUST be at the official accommodation ready to travel to the fields on ALL
occasions (trainings and tournament transfers) with their respective team.
If you feel you have an extra-ordinary circumstance or queries please contact us via email.

JUNIOR GUARDIANS
It is part of the tour criteria that the Junior players (13s & 16s divisions) have a parent or guardian travel
with the player. Non-travelling parents may however, assign a touring parent to act as the guardian of
their child on tour. Both the players parent and touring guardian must complete a Tag20 Tour
Guardianship Form and submit it to admin@tag20.com at least seven days prior to the departure. The
Guardianship Form will be on the Tag20 website soon or we will email it to you on request.
Tag20 Australia has worked tirelessly to organise this tour to benefit all parties, we take responsibilities
very seriously and therefore have high expectations with the entire touring group to uphold the Tag20
Codes of Conduct at all times. Most of all we want for everyone to have a great experience.
Kind Regards,
Tag20 Australia – Tag20 Sports Association of Australia Incorporated

For all queries please contact us via email admin@tag20.com stating Player Tour Number

